ART. I — Prehistoric Habitation of the Cumbrian Limestone Uplands: Occupation Sites

found between 1986 and 1993
By J. CHERRY B.Sc., F.S.A., and P.J. CHERRY B.A.
With contributions from R.V. DAVIS, T.G. MANBY, S.J. CHINN and J.B.
INNES.

T

he survey reported in the Research Series of this Society (Cherry & Cherry
1987) has been continued and extended as more fields have been ploughed. In
addition, a gas pipeline built by Shell Petroleum Co. and intended to carry natural
gas from Liverpool to Glasgow, has been constructed along the western side of the
area of the limestone in a line from Tebay to Little Strickland. As a result of this
fresh activity we have located a number of new sites. More finds have been made on
sites recorded in 1987, including heavily grit-tempered pot and fl akes of volcanic
tuff, which have confirmed our earlier work. Lithic artefacts found on previously
unrecorded sites are listed in Table 1, and a selection of artefacts found since 1986
is shown in Figures 1 and 2. A note on volcanic tuff fragments is at Appendix 1, and
on recent pottery finds at Appendix 2. Analysis of the grits used to temper the
pottery taken from a selection of sites has already been reported (Nicholson in
Cherry 1992). A note on recent palynological work at Wet Sleddale, Shap by S.J.
Chinn and J.B. Innes is at Appendix 3.

SHAP
Shap 11. Windrigg Hill B. Map ref: 3578 5176. Height O.D. 290 metres.
A small concentration of artefacts was found in the middle of a north-west
sloping field, one hundred and fifty metres south-west of the site reported in 1987
as Windrigg Hill 6. Among the finds were scrapers (Fig. 1, 2 and 4), blades, a
heavily utilized truncated blade (Fig. 1, 6), a knife (Fig. 1, 1), a small bladelet
core (Fig. 1, 3) and a tanged and barbed arrowhead of Sutton A type (Fig. 1, 5),
all made from flint. Artefacts made from chert included scrapers, blades and
cores. Many of the pieces showed signs of retouch or utilization. Fifteen metres
north-west of the arrowhead we picked up a small sherd of heavily grit-tempered
pot. The cherts seemed to be concentrated mainly at the south-east edge of the
scatter.

Shap 12. Windrigg Hill C. Map ref: 3579 5175. Height O.D. 292 metres.
In the highest part of the eastern edge of the field was a scatter of tools and waste

fl int and chert, with fine bladed cores, scrapers (including one on the end of a blade)
and two microliths (Fig. 1, 7 and 8). There was a predominance of blades in both
materials, many of which showed evidence of retouch and/or utilization (Fig. 1, 9,
10, 11, 12 and 13), and the only artefact that could not be ascribed to a Mesolithic
context was a fragment of polished volcanic tuff. This scatter was about twenty-five
metres below the edge of Windrigg Hill 6, but there is a possibility that it represents
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the western extent of that site, which would have been greatly disturbed by the
insertion of the British Gas pipeline in 1984.

Shap 13. Windrigg Hill D. Map ref: 3578 5175. Height O.D. 288 metres.
There was a scatter of flints and struck chert, with no defined centre of
concentration, stretching down the western side of the field in a band along the edge
of what appears to have been a small limestone quarry. The only find of significance
was a small triangular microlith of translucent grey flint (Fig. 1, 14) .

Shap 14. Windrigg Hill E. Map ref: 3577 5178. Height O.D. 288 metres.
Across the Shap-Sleagill road in another field belonging to Newlands farm we
picked up a collection of flints on a slight slope in the middle of the field. About
thirty metres to the west of this was a scatter of struck chert. Out of the eighteen fl int
artefacts found only six were waste fl akes; the remainder comprised blades,
retouched or utilized fl akes, one knife (Fig. 1, 29), a serrated flake (Fig. 1, 30) and a
small leaf arrowhead of translucent grey flint (Fig. 1, 22). The only cores found were
of chert.

Shap 15. Gunnerwell A. Map ref: 3572 5178. Height O.D. 270 metres.
In the south-east corner of a large field (No. 1700) east of Gunnerwell Farm we
found a small concentration of flint and chert artefacts including two small flint
knives, one of which is edge polished (Fig. 2, 1). The distribution and typology of
the latter is discussed by Manby (1974) . This is the first polished knife recorded
from Cumbria, the main distribution in northern England being focussed on the
Yorkshire Wolds and the Peak District. The site is situated in the only part of the
field from which Gunnerkeld stone circle is visible.

Shap 16. Gunnerwell B. Map ref: 3569 5178. Height O.D. 252 metres.
The gas pipeline passed between Gunnerwell farm and Gunnerkeld stone circle,
and when the top soil had been replaced we found a number of flint a rt efacts about
fifty metres north of the circle, including scrapers (Fig. 1, 15 and 16), a crude knife
or saw (Fig. 1, 17), a utilized blade (Fig. 1, 18) and a flake of polished volcanic tuff.
Seven fragments of struck chert were also found, one of which is a small blade of
fine black chert (Fig. 1, 19). A few more flints were picked up eighty metres further
along the pipeline to the east, near the Shap-Reagill road.
Where the pipeline passed below Long Scar Pike, above an old quarry (Map ref.
3588 5110), we picked up a utilized flint flake (Figure 1, 20).
Where the pipeline crossed the slopes of Hardendale Nab we picked up a few
artefacts of flint and chert at a point approximating closely with Hardendale Nab 7
reported in 1987. Among the finds was a flint side scraper (Fig. 1, 21) and a chert
core.
We searched the pipeline as far as Little Strickland and near the village on
Harrowstead Hill we found a scraper and two waste flakes of flint (Map reference
3562 5192).

Shap 17. Wintertarn A. Map ref: 3575 5172. Height O.D. 286 metres.
About half of a field (No 3230) on the lower slopes of Windrigg Hill was ploughed
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in 1990. There were two identifiable concentrations of artefacts at the northern side
of the field and a general scatter along the southern side of the ploughed ground.
Among the finds on Shap 17 were scrapers of flint and chert, and a chert core.

Shap 18. Wintertarn B. Height O.D. 280 metres.
Down the western slope about twenty metres below Shap 17 we found three small
scrapers of a similar type lying within a distance of a metre (Fig. 2, 14), and near
these was a flake of edge-damaged volcanic tuff.
Among the general scatter on the south side of the ploughed ground (Height O.D.
285-290 metres) was a scraper made from a medium coarse flake of volcanic tuff
(Fig. 2, 9) .
In the fields along the ridge towards Wintertarn farm we found a few nondescript
flints in a diffuse scatter.

Shap 19. Shapbeck Gate. Map ref: 3557 5189. Height O.D. 240 metres.
We were asked to search a field at Shapbeck Gate by the County Archaeological
Officer who said that records at County Hall suggested the possibility that a cist had
been destroyed when the road had to be re-aligned due to the building of the
London/Glasgow railway in the nineteenth century. This field was ploughed in 1990
and here we picked up twenty flints at the south side of the field including cores,
blades, knife forms and three petit tranchet derivative arrowheads (Fig. 2, 18 and 19) .
Chert had also been used to a lesser degree.
In a field across the A6, to the west of Shap 19 we found a flint scraper and a
larger chert scraper together with a few struck pieces of flint and chert.
A search of the field at Kemp Howe, south of Shap, containing the remains of a
small stone circle (Burl 1976), yielded nothing. A number of fields to the west of the
village were walked, but nothing was found. (Map refs: 3561 5146; 3556 5155;
3552 5160; 3562 5134). Two other ploughed fields were walked at Shapbeck Gate
(Map refs: 3553 5193 and 3563 5188), but nothing was found. A field near Brinns
farm (Map ref: 3562 5176) yielded a fragment of an unfacetted implement of
volcanic tuff, but although the field was thoroughly searched, nothing else was
found. All these fields lie between the 230 and 280 metre contours and are exposed
to the north. A field near Wintertarn was also searched without success (Map ref:
3585 5164).

ORTON
Gamelands
In 1989 the field to the south of the one containing Gamelands Sites 1 to 4 reported
in 1987 was ploughed and it was possible to identify three concentrations of
material. Near to the northern wall opposite the point where we indicated
Gamelands 4 in the adjacent field, we found a scatter of flint and chert artefacts
suggesting that this was a continuation of that site.
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Gamelands 5. Map ref: 3639 5082. Height O.D. 260 metres.

Thirty metres to the east of Gamelands 4, in the north-east corner of the field, we
picked up a small quantity of flints including a leaf arrowhead, type 3k in Green's
classification (Fig. 2, 3), five edge-damaged blades and a thin flake blunted along
one edge of its dorsal surface and along the opposite edge of the ventral side; also
found were two cores, two retouched pieces and a quantity of waste fragments of
chert. Some fifteen metres to the south of this scatter we found another leaf
arrowhead, type 3p (Fig. 2, 4) .
Gamelands 6. Map ref: 3639 5081. Height O.D. 260 metres.

Forty metres to the south of Gamelands 5, near to the south-east corner of the
field, we found another scatter of flints including two scrapers, three cores, two
knife-forms (Fig. 2, 7 and 8), three bladelets, a retouched flake and several waste
flakes. Also found were cores, scrapers, blades and several struck pieces of chert.
The absence of sites elsewhere in the southern half of this field establishes that the
Gamelands group of sites and those at Howes Plantation form two distinct clusters.
The field containing Gamelands 1 to 4 was also ploughed again in 1987 and 1991
and more flint artefacts were found on all these sites, including three class E petit
tranchet derivative arrowheads from Gamelands 1 (Fig. 1, 25 and Fig. 2, 10), and a
worked pointed flake (Fig. 1, 26). Several more flints were found on Gamelands 3,
including an end scraper typical of those found in Neolithic contexts (Fig. 2, 1 1),
and a triple platformed black chert core (Fig. 2, 15). A very large decorticated flake
of translucent mottled brown chalk flint, unretouched except for a small notch,
came from Gamelands 4. A significant number of artefacts were found on the slope
below Gamelands 2 in the area where the flint chisel, reported in 1987, was found.
There may be two overlapping scatters here.
Near to Gamelands 2, at the top of a tractor track leading into the field we picked
up a small tanged and barbed arrowhead of the Sutton A type (Fig. 1, 27).
Gamelands 7. Map ref: 3639 5084. Height O.D. 270-280 metres.

The upper third of this field was not ploughed during our original survey, but just
above Site 3 the ground was disturbed by moles and here we found a small number
of artefacts including a fragment of a fabricator (Fig. 2, 16). The remainder of the
field above Gamelands 1 to 4 was eventually ploughed in 1992 and again in 1993
and we noted two main areas of flint scatter. The most productive of these, above
Site 2, differed from Site 2 in that it contained some material which would fit more
easily into a Late Neolithic rather than a Mesolithic context. Among the finds were
knives (Fig. 1, 24), scrapers, cores (Fig. 1, 28), blades, two microliths (Fig. 1, 31
and 32) and two petit tranchet derivative arrowheads Class C and E (Fig. 1, 33)
respectively. There was also a thin flake which appeared to be the tip of an
arrowhead, probably a leaf, and a flake of unpolished volcanic tuff.
Gamelands 8. Map ref: 3640 5084. Height O.D. 272 metres.

All the finds here were close to the field edge immediately above Site 3, however there
had been additional disturbance caused by the inse rtion of a drain and the finds were
disappointingly few. The only worked piece being a knife retouched along one edge of its
co rt ex covered dorsal surface (Fig. 1, 23); the retouch does not penetrate the co rt ex.
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Gamelands 9. Map ref: 3631 5084. Height O.D. 261 metres.

An irregularly shaped field (No. 1842) off Street Lane was ploughed during 1987
and was found to contain three small concentrations of artefacts. At the western
edge of the field was a small scatter of flints including a knife and seven waste flakes.
Gamelands 10. Map ref: 3632 5085. Height O.D. 263 metres.

One hundred metres north-east of Gamelands 9 was a larger concentration of
artefacts in a scatter near the edge of the field. The majority of the finds were of pale
grey lightly patinated chalk flint with some chert and included a petit-tranchet
derivative arrowhead, Class C (Fig. 2, 2), and a bifacially worked fragment of
another arrowhead. Scrapers and knives are also in the assemblage. However the
finds include eight artefacts of flint patinated so heavily that their surfaces have a
chalky feel, including a microlith of simple obliquely blunted form which would not
look out of place in an Early Mesolithic context (Fig. 2, 20). These patinated
artefacts may derive from a separate and probably earlier occupation in the vicinity,
and are separately shown in Table 1.
Gamelands 11. Map ref: 3634 5083. Height O.D. 258 metres.

Seventy-five metres south-east of Gamelands 10 was a small diffuse scatter of
artefacts of lightly patinated flint and chert with late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age
affinities including scrapers, knives and a blade, all of flint, and thirteen struck
fragments of chert. The field also yielded a scatter of medieval potsherds and
fragments of clay tobacco pipes of early type.

Friar Biggin
Friar Biggin 4. Map ref: 3636 5096. Height O.D. 346 metres.

The ground above Friar Biggin 3 rises steeply towards Beacon Hill. A tumulus is
visible at the top of the hill on the Orton-Appleby road at Map ref: 3269 5099.
South-east of the tumulus, above Friar Biggin Farm, on a shelf of more level ground
below the open fell, was an group of molehills in which we found a small number of
artefacts including a retouched blade and six flakes of flint which were mostly
unpatinated, together with a core and a number of pieces and flakes of chert.
A field above the farm (Map ref: 3638 5094) was ploughed again in 1987 and
near the top in the area we had called Site 3 in 1987, we picked up a number of
flakes of polished volcanic tuff. The field (No. 456 in the 1915 0.S.), immediately
to the west of that containing Site 3, was ploughed in 1990 and here we identified a
diffuse scatter of artefacts including a scraper in banded grey chert together with
some chert waste and a few nondescript fragments of flint.

Howes Plantation

The field immediately to the south of that containing the Howes Plantation sites 1 to
7 was ploughed in the summer of 1990. The ground was very dry and dusty so that
conditions for searching were very poor, however three scatters of flint and chert
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artefacts were identified at the western end of the field, all of which showed Late
Mesolithic affinities.
Howes Plantation 8. Map ref: 3634 5078. Height O.D. 245 metres.
In the north-west corner of the field was a small scatter of artefacts in a relatively
confined area including a blunted flint blade (Fig. 2, 12) and a number of grey chert
blades.
Howes Plantation 9. Map ref: 3634 5077. Height O.D. 245 metres.
Twenty metres to the south on the same relatively level ground we picked up a
quantity of struck fragments, mainly of chert, including cores and blades together
with a patinated flint microlith (Fig. 2, 13).
Howes Plantation 10. Map ref: 3633 5077. Height O.D. 245 metres.
Ten metres to the south of Howes Plantation 9 we found a further quantity of
chert artefacts including blades. The two scatters were well defined and although
there was a definite break between them, the separation was not great and it is
possible that they represent working debris from the same group.
Howes Plantation 11. Map ref: 3636 5077. Height O.D. 260 metres.
Higher up the field to the east we found a diffuse scatter of flints including a small
end scraper made on the end of a truncated blade (Fig. 2, 17). The artefacts from
here would fit more comfortably in a Late Neolithic context.
The adjacent field to the south was ploughed in 1992 and produced only one
scraper, indicating the southern limit of this cluster of sites.
A field west of Scarside Farm (No. 5722) was ploughed in 1988. Two flakes of
flint and a few fragments of struck chert were found in a diffuse scatter. This field
had been rolled and shoots of barley were appearing, so that we were only able to
make a cursory search.
A field (No. 6300, Map ref: 3616 5081) half mile west of Orton, south of the
crossroads near Mazon Gill, was ploughed and searched during 1989. Nothing was
found. In a field to the west of the Tebay/Orton road at the southern approach to
Orton (Map ref: 3624 5075) we picked up a retouched flake of grey flint.

Sunbiggin
Sunbiggin 2 Map ref: 3652 5083. Height O.D. 275 metres.
A number of fields east of Orton, lying between the 240 and 280 metre contour,
have been ploughed since 1987, extending the range of our survey and revealing a
number of new sites. Not far from Sunbiggin Farm, an enlarged field (Nos. 1327
and 2130, Map reference: 3652 5083), west of Ingmoor Moss, was ploughed in
1990. This field was being harrowed and rolled during our search so that conditions
were very dusty. A limited search produced a little struck chert, together with a flint
core and flake on a level area at the top of the field adjacent to the steeply rising
open fell. It is likely that much more material awaits discovery in this general area.
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Sunbiggin 3
Five fields (Nos. 4962, 6376, 3531, 0023, 1837, 3249, Map ref: 3646 5075)
belonging to Castle Farm, Raisbeck, were ploughed in 1989. The three fields which
lie to the north of the Orton-Raisbeck road had been heavily rolled and two of the
fields, to the south of the road, appear to have been combined to form one large
field, which was being ploughed and harrowed as we searched. In the rolled fields
to the north of the farm we found several nondescript flakes of flint in a confined
area in field No. 6376 (Map ref: 3647 5079) and a large broken plano-convex knife
in patinated grey flint (Fig. 2, 5) as an isolated find in field No. 4962 (Map ref:
3646 5077). This knife is reminiscent in style to one found at Wickers Gill 3
(Cherry and Cherry 1987, Figure 3. 17). Flakes of black chert were found in the
fields being ploughed at Map ref: 3643 5075. Field No. 4490 (Map ref: 3647
5080), to the west of 4932, was ploughed in 1990 and our only find here was a
large bifacially worked knife made from grey flint finely pressure-flaked over both
surfaces (Fig. 2, 6) . T.G. Manby has commented that it is similar to single piece
sickle blades found in eastern Yorkshire. However, it is not curved either in plan or
section, is small for a sickle blade and shows no signs of edge gloss, so this
identification must remain tentative. We are not aware of any similar implement
having been recorded from Cumbria.
A large field was ploughed south-east of Sunbiggin 3, at Kelleth, which appears to
have been formed by combining five smaller fields (Nos. 122, 123, 124, 125 and
126 in the 1898 O.S., Map ref: 3653 5065). A careful search revealed no
occupational evidence. So far, little or no material has been found in areas close to
the River Lune.

Discussion
A subcircular enclosure at Oddendale (Map reference: 3591 5137) was excavated in
1990 (Turnbull 1991), in advance of a proposed extension of Hardendale Quarry,
and has been shown to be a multi-phase Neolithic/Early Bronze Age structure. The
earliest phase, for which radiocarbon dates of 2719 +/- 140BC and 2523 +/- 50BC
have been obtained (P. Turnbull pers. comm.), involved two concentric timber
circles in substantial post pits. After the timbers had rotted in situ, a ring cairn was
constructed on the site, partially covering the position of the inner timber circle, and
the post pits of the outer circle were capped with rubble. The ring cairn is associated
with a series of deposits of cremated bone, and is probably also associated with a
shallow central inhumation which was accompanied by sherds of Beaker pottery.
The final phase involved the building of two rectangular limestone platforms
abutting the cairn in a manner suggestive of an excarnation platform. The later
phases of the monument show some similarities with the cairn one kilometre to the
west, excavated in 1985/86 (Williams 1986).
The evidence for timber circles in an area where stone circles are relatively
common is particularly interesting, but we can only speculate on the relationship of
these circles to the other evidence of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age activity in
their immediate vicinity. It is perhaps worth noting that five of the six arrowheads
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found within five hundred metres of the Oddendale structures are of oblique petit
tranchet derivative form.
Our surveys have yet to find any unequivocal evidence for Early Mesolithic
habitation in Cumbria. The evidence from Gamelands 10, although suggestive, does
not in itself demonstrate Early Mesolithic occupation of the area. Microliths of
characteristically early type are a regular component of microlithic assemblages of
Late Mesolithic affinities on both coastal and upland sites in Cumbria. There is no
particular reason to expect evidence of Early Mesolithic habitation from the present
coastline, because the Early Mesolithic coastline is now submerged. The absence of
clear evidence from the limestone uplands is harder to explain. Sites with Early
Mesolithic affinities are now recognised in Upper Teesdale, the Central Pennines
and the Cheshire Plain. An Early Mesolithic element is also considered to be present
in the Scottish Mesolithic (Morrison and Bonsall 1989). It is therefore likely that
Early Mesolithic habitation sites await discovery not only in the limestone uplands
but also in the Eden Valley and Morecambe Bay areas.
In our 1987 report, we noted that the Late Mesolithic/Early Neolithic occupation
of the lower ground to the south and west of the area surveyed tended to be situated
near to a permanent water supply, in contrast to many of the Late Neolithic/Early
Bronze Age sites further to the east and north. We have suggested in our earlier
report, on the basis of artifactual evidence, that activity declined during the Early
Bronze Age, with more emphasis on hunting. The finds reported in this paper have
reinforced that view. However, most of the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age sites
cannot easily be considered as temporary hunting camps. The presence of pottery —
probably made locally — the range of tool forms including stone axes and the
quantity of artefacts points to a more lengthy occupation. Homogeneity of raw
materials suggests that the Tarn Moor sites may result from a series of single
occupations, while sites such as Howe Robin 3 may even result from the
manufacture or reworking of a single implement. By contrast, sites around Wickers
Gill and Gamelands may represent the cumulative results of periodic activity over a
sustained period. It should be remembered that wider activities not involving the
manufacture or reworking of stone implements cannot be detected in a survey of this
kind.
The disregard of water supply in the location of many of the Late Neolithic/Early
Bronze Age sites may be more apparent than real. Our initial view was that these
sites would be poorly suited for keeping cattle, as opposed to sheep or goats. The
keeping of sheep or goats would have implied either existing clearance or thin forest
cover, whereas cattle are better adapted to deciduous woodland or woodland
margins. However, local hill farmers have expressed the view that there would be
no difficulty in keeping cattle on the fells because there are a number of small
springs and becks. Nevertheless, the fact remains that convenient access to supplies
of water was not a major factor in site location in the later Neolithic and Early
Bronze Age.
Evidence for cereal cultivation from the pollen record at Sunbiggin Tarn is
discussed in our 1987 Report and further evidence from Wet Sleddale is in
Appendix 3. Modern studies (e.g. Hawke-Smith 1979) postulate that cereal
cultivation at heights of between 305 and 380 metres O.D. is viable in current
climatic conditions, but conditions have to be regarded as relatively marginal so far
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north. It is likely that the limestone uplands comprised a mosaic of habitats in the
Late Neolithic, with areas of woodland, cleared pasture and cultivation, giving scope
for other activities such as hunting and foraging for fodder or edible plants. The
latter might include fungi, hazelnuts, plantain, hawthorn, dog's mercury, ferns (e.g.
the rhyzomes of Hart's Tongue Fern), blackberries, certain grasses etc. (R.G.H.
Bunce pers. comm.). This would be consistent with the observed clustering of sites.
Peat deposits near Wet Sleddale, discussed in Appendix 3, appear to show no
significant disturbance of vegetation before the Elm Decline, and cereal pollen is not
detected until significantly after that. The Late Mesolithic or Early Neolithic activity
at Wickers Gill 2 and 3, and Kemp Howe 5 cannot therefore be detected in the
pollen sequence at Wet Sleddale, but the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age activity at
Wickers Gill 1 and/or the later prehistoric activity to the west of that site (Hart
1985) might explain the cereal pollen. Overall the pollen sequence at Wet Sleddale
is comparable to that from Sunbiggin Tarn (Webster 1969).
The social or ritual activity represented by the larger stone circles at Gamelands
and Kemp Howe (Shap South), the long barrows at Rayseat and Cow Green, the
Oddendale timber circle and the Shap Avenue, must also be taken into account.
However, none of these monuments is on such a scale that a significant permanent
population would be required to build them from raw materials readily available
locally. The Rollright Stones in Oxfordshire — of comparable scale to Gamelands —
have been estimated in a recent study to involve three weeks' work for some twenty
men (Lambrick 1988). The same could not be said for Long Meg or the Penrith
henges.
One hypothesis which remains to be investigated is that the evidence of Late
Neolithic/Early Bronze Age occupation derives from communities based primarily in
the Eden Valley practising transhumant pastoralism during the summer months. As
yet, no detailed survey work has been carried out in the Eden Valley which could
enable this to be tested, although the presence of Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age
sites using chalk flint is recorded from Skirwith (Cherry and Cherry 1993),
Brougham (Fell 1972) and Murton (Fell 1991). The presence of upland cherts or
limestone fossils on such sites would at least establish links. The known distribution
of upland sites, with little on the lower ground southward towards the River Lune,
suggests that people were coming from the north, but more fieldwork will be needed
to confirm this impression.
Recent survey work on the stone axe factory sites of the Central Lake District
(Bradley and Edmonds 1993; Claris and Quartermaine 1989) has shown the extent
and complexity of the workings. Production of stone axes on an organised basis was
well established in the Early Neolithic.
The Cumbrian limestone uplands have produced evidence that communities
possessing a Late Mesolithic technology had access to imported chalk fl int and also
used volcanic tuff, although local chert seems to have been the primary material for
tool making. By the Late Neolithic, chalk flint was available in eastern Cumbria in
sufficient quantity to be used as the primary raw material for tool making and any
study of the processes by which Lake District axes reached eastern Yorkshire cannot
ignore the movement of fl int in the opposite direction. The peoples who occupied
the Cumbrian limestone uplands must have contributed significantly to those
processes.
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APPENDIX 1
Petrological Notes on Further Lithic Fragments
From the Cumbrian Limestone Uplands
by R V Davis B.Ed., M.Sc., M.Phil, Ph.D., F.G.S., F.S.A.
Friar Biggin 3
1. Tuff; similar to 3.6; with sedimentary structures characteristic of some
horizons in the Seathwaite Fell Tuff outcrops on Thunacar Knott.
2. Similar to 3.5; finer grained than others from this site.
3. Tuff; fine grain; slightly flow-banded.
4. Tuff; similar to 3.12; banded slightly.
5. Tuff; similar to 3.2.
6. Tuff; flake with no polished surface.
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Tuff; banded with chloritic veinlets.
Tuff; with flow structure and slightly elongated mineralised patches.
Tuff; hornstone.
Tuff; not typical Group VI — poor fracture, dark patches possibly magnetite;
flow structure; similar rock is found near Knock Pike, Dufton.
Tuff; fine grained.
Tuff; similar to 3.4, slightly banded.
Tuff; small patches of dark mineral with pale alteration rims; excellent example
of retouched edge.
Tuff; fine grained.
Tuff; fine grained

Gamelands 2

Fine grained tuff; Group VI appearance, flake scars indicate detachment by low
angled blow — possibly used as adze or hoe.
Gamelands 7
Fine grained tuff; no ground/polished surface; poor conchoidal fracture; pronounced
brown iron spotting.
Gaythorn 5

Banded hornstone; quite distinctive, resembles Esk Pike Hornstone exposed to northwest of Scafell Pike; commonly encountered in Great Langdale area working floors.
Gaythorn 7
Fine grained tuff; axis of fracture suggests adze function.
Little Asby Scar 1

Fine grained tuff; fragment detached from ground and polished blade; typical Group
VI appearance, more likely to have been used on wood than as hoe in stony ground.
Little Asby Scar 7

Similar rock to that from Little Asby Scar 1 above; clear grinding striations; typical
appearance of Seathwaite Fell Tuff.
Seal Howe 6

Typical fine grained Group VI tuff weathering from dark to pale green.
Shap 12
Fine grained, banded tuff; detached by shallow-angled blow to cutting edge of
ground and faceted axe; probable adze function.
Shap 16

Fine grained tuff with pronounced banding strongly resembling sedimentary current
bedding which has not affected the conchoidal fracture. A distinctive rock which
might be possible to locate in the field — typical of some andesitic tuffs between
Ullswater and Haweswater.
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Shap 18
Distinctive rhyolitic ash with elongated patches of dark mineral, possibly
1.
magnetite which indicate flowage; typical Great Langdale area rock.
Fine grained green tuff, weathering pale green, pale veinlets intersect poorly
2.
developed banding.
3.^Dark grey/green tuff, weathering pale green; poorly developed flinty subconchoidal fracture; secondary retouch on one edge.
Shap (3562 5176)
Hornstone; lacks banding; poorly developed fracture, deep flaking scars not ground
out before use and destruction; rounded (not faceted) edge; not a rock well suited to
axe making because it appears to be too splintery.

APPENDIX 2
Pottery from Eastern Cumbria 1987-1993
By T.G. Manby, M.A., F.S.A.

Shap
A.

Shap 5, Kemp Howe
Sherd, interior scaled off, hard compact fabric with scattered sand temper, dark
grey, smooth brown exterior surface. Grimston style.

B.

Shap 11, Windrigg Hill B
Weathered sherd. Hard, heavy with profuse crushed stone temper >4 mm.,
buff with orange surface. Peterborough Ware fabric.

Crosby Ravensworth
C. Above Seal Howe 5 — Same area as D.
1. Out-turned rim with simple lip (Fig. 3, 1) Hard compact fabric, profuse
crushed rock temper >8mm., erupting through surfaces buff.
2. Sherd and flake. Hard compact fabric, crushed rock temper >8 mm.
erputing through internal surface. 12 mm. wall thickness.
Also five small sherds and twelve crumbs in similar fabric, orange to buff.
3. Four sherds of wheel-made hard fired sandy-orange fabric with light
greycore. 6 mm. wall thickness. Romano-British.
D. Seal Howe (Map ref: 3601 5128 — Found by P. Turnbull)
Body fragment, curving profile (Fig. 3, 2). Hard and heavy, much crushed rock
temper >11 mm. erupting through the surfaces. Grey with brown external
surface. A diagonal cord maggot impression. Peterborough Ware.
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E.

Seal Howe 10

Small shoulder or cordon fragment. Flakey fabric, crushed rock fragments >7
mm. Also a crumb, similar fabric with a smooth external surface.
F.

Howe Robin 5

Rim fragment with slightly hollow internal bevel, broken off along a ring
building junction (Fig. 3, 3). Hard laminated fabric, sand and scattered
crushed rock temper >4 mm. Grey-brown with orange-toned surfaces. Sherds
of similar character from a barrel-shaped body. Scattered crushed rock >6 mm.
erupting through exterior. Interior shows vertical smoothing marks. 10 mm.
wall thickness. All possibly Grooved Ware.
G. Howe Robin 6
1. Fragment of a heavy flat-topped overhanging rim (Fig. 3, 4). Coarse
laminated fabric with profuse crushed stone temper >4 mm. erupting
through the surfaces. Orange-red with brown surface inside and over the
top of the rim to outer lip. False-cord? impressions in a herring-bone on top
of the rim and in diagonal rows below, inside and out. Also two small
sherds and five crumbs in similar fabric. Peterborough Ware.
2. Small sherd. Hard compact fabric, scattered coarse sand and quartzite
fragments as temper, buff. 8 mm. wall thickness.
H. Howe Robin (Map Ref. 3624 5113) Below Howe Robin 6.
1. Sherd. Hard coarse fabric with profuse large crushed rock fragments >14
mm. erupting through surfaces. Orange exterior, brown interior surface
showing horizontal smoothing marks, dark grey core. 15 mm. wall
thickness.
2. Small sherd. Hard compact, crushed rock temper >8 mm., light brown. 9
mm. wall thickness.
3. Small sherd. Flakey fabric with profuse igneous rock fragments >3 mm.
Grey, orange surfaces.
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I.

Raven Gill 7
Sherd of fl at profile — possibly base — interior surface scaled off. Flakey
laminated fabric with scattered crushed rock fragments >5 mm. Coarse orange
surface over light grey core. Also a small flake and two crumbs of the same
fabric.
Raven Gill 3
Sherd. Hard brittle fabric, scattered crushed white quartzite >6 mm. and mica
flecks. Dark grey, brown slipped exterior. Decorated with two shallow incised
lines. 7 mm. wall thickness. Hand-made Romano-British coarse ware.

J.

K.

Gaythorn Plain
Sherd. Hard coarse laminar fabric with much crushed rock temper >8 mm.
erupting through surface, orange/buff. 12 mm. wall thickness.
Gaythorn 10
Fragment and two small flakes of flakey orange daub-like material.

Asby
L.

Little Asby Scar 6
1. Small weathered rim sherd, outcurving thick lip (Fig. 3, 5). Hard coarse
grey fabric, profuse crushed stone temper, some white quartzite,
erupting through the surfaces that is weathered out in places.
Peterborough Ware.
2. Three sherds, a flake and two crumbs. Hard compact fabric, scattered
white rock fragments including feldspar and some ?flint. Smooth reddish
orange surfaces, grey core. 8 mm. wall thickness.

Comments
The small size of the material again limits the attribution to specific pottery styles,
being based on their fabric and structure characteristics (Manby in Cherry and
Cherry 1987, 76). There is a general correspondence between the sherd material
and the Neolithic character of the accompanying fl int assemblage collected on these
sites. The new finds support the previous Peterborough Ware attribution at Seal
Howe 5, Little Asby Scar 6 and finally confirm this at Howe Robin 6. Joining this
series are the new sites at Seal Howe and Shap 11.
The wider connections of these Westmorland finds to the regional
Peterborough Ware styles has still to be established. Some further elements are
added to the definition of the assemblage, especially the heavy overhanging rim
from Howe Robin 6. This form has good parallels among the northern styles,
specifically in the Rudston style assemblages in eastern Yorkshire (Manby 1975
and 1988), also in south-eastern Scotland, particularly at Meldon Bridge
(Burgess 1976. 173-6, Fig. 9.7 and 8). In both regions these heavy rim types of
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Peterborough Ware foreshadow the evolution of the food vessels of the Early
Bronze Age.
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APPENDIX 3
Pollen Analysis from Wet Sleddale
by S.J. Chinn and J.B. Innes
This brief synopsis describes the results of the pollen analysis of a core from the
valley of the river Lowther, about three kilometres south of Shap village. This part of
eastern Cumbria, between the Cumbrian fells and the Eden valley, is rich in
archaeological remains, and the purpose of the pollen analysis was to assess the
impact of prehistoric settlement and land use on the vegetation cover. The site
chosen lies to the west of the river at NY558130, within a long, narrow drainage
channel which is separated from the Lowther valley proper by a low ridge. The
channel is extremely wet and the present vegetation is dominated by aquatic plants
such as pondweed (Potamogeton) and duckweed (Lemna) and by bog moss
(Sphagnum). More than a metre and a half of fine organic mud and well humified
reed (Phragmites) peat was recorded in the lower part of the channel, and these
organic sediments lay upon coarse sand which could not be penetrated with the peat
corer. This site, designated Wet Sleddale, was selected for analysis as it seemed
probable that it had been accumulating sediment for a long period of time and
would provide a long term pollen record. The sediment core was sub-sampled and
analysed at intervals of 2 centimetres in the upper metre, to provide a detailed pollen
record for the later prehistoric and more recent periods. The sediment below one
metre was analysed at intervals of 5 centimetres.

Results
Chronology and Vegetation Change
The results of the analyses are presented as a pollen diagram (Figure 4) in which the
relative pollen frequences at each sampled level are shown as a percentage of the sum of
tree pollen plus, in the case of non-tree pollen, each pollen type's own ecological group.
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Only the most abundant pollen types are shown, and the wide range of herbs identified
are combined into aquatic, wetland and dryland groups to simplify the diagram. To
assist description, the diagram is sub-divided into seven zones based on changes in
frequency of the major pollen curves (Table 2). These are birch (Betula), pine (Pinus),
elm (Ulmus), oak (Quercus), alder (Alnus), willow (Salix) and heather (Calluna).
Throughout the diagram, hazel (Corylus), grasses (Gramineae), sedges (Cyperaceae)
and the combined Wetland Herbs group change very little. Hazel probably formed part
of the local dryland vegetation during the whole period, while the other three types
would always have grown locally around the wetland. Changes in the percentages for
the Aquatic pollen group and sphagnum moss will be related directly to the changes in
the height of the water table within the drainage channel itself.
No radiocarbon dates are available, but some of the major features of the diagram
can be dated by analogy with other published pollen diagrams from north-west
England (e.g. Hibbert and Switsur 1971) which have been radiocarbon dated. The
pollen changes in the lower four zones at Wet Sleddale reflect the progressive
immigration of trees into the area in the earlier Postglacial, governed by the changes
in natural factors such as climate and soils. The fall in elm pollen frequences at the
WS-d/WS-e boundary is a familiar feature of pollen diagrams from almost all the
areas of Britain and, with some variability, is dated to around 5000 radiocarbon
(uncalibrated) years before the present (BP). The rise of alder and the fall of pine
frequencies at the WS-c/WS-d boundary occurs at other sites about 7000 BP. The
increase in oak and elm and the continuous presence of alder pollen at the WSb/WS-c boundary usually dates to about 7700 BP (?). The introduction of oak and
elm at the WS-a/WS-b boundary may be dated to about 8500 BP (?). This provides
a chronological framework for the Wet Sleddale diagram.
The upper three pollen zones, WS-e to WS/g, are above the elm decline and
therefore more recent than about 5000 BP. Most vegetation changes since this time,
however, have been caused by the activities of man from the Neolithic onwards. As
these have varied greatly from place to place it is not possible to date the changes in
this part of the Wet Sleddale diagram by comparison with other pollen diagrams.
The nature of the site makes it likely that the pollen record may extend up to the
present day at the top of the diagram, but this cannot be assumed. Radiocarbon
dates will be required to relate the pollen evidence directly to any particular cultural
period.
TABLE 2

Pollen zones from Wet Sleddale
Zone^Pollen Characteristics
WS-g^Higher oak: birch, alder and heather all still important.
WS-f^High alder and heather: birch increases.
WS-e^High alder: lower birch and oak, elm very low. Heather present
throughout.
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WS-d High alder: birch, pine, oak and elm are all reduced.
WS-c^High birch: oak and elm increase and alder starts to replace pine.
WS-b High birch and pine: oak and elm become recorded.
WS-a High birch, pine and willow.
Human Activity
There are clear indications in the zone WS-e of agricultural activity which would
have involved forest clearance. While the elm decline itself may well be related to
Neolithic activity, the presence of cereal pollen at regular intervals points to local
cultivation and the rising Dryland Herb curve indicates the creation of open
grassland areas nearby. Within the Dryland Herb group are a very wide range of
weeds, many of which like ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata) probably
indicate grassland pasture but others, like campion (Silene-type), sorrel (Rumex)
and groundsel (Senecio-type) could as well be associated with cultivated land.
A major landscape change occurs in zone WS-f, which may be at least partly as a
consequence of increased human impact and forest clearance. Heather becomes
much more common and, while this could be caused by climatic change, the
continued cereal record, rising Dryland Herb levels and increased bracken
(Pteridium) counts, shows that farming was still going on nearby. Land which had
been cleared for agriculture may have been unable to regenerate woodland and
became colonised by heather moorland. In the final zone, WS-g, some regrowth of
local woodland seems to have occurred as oak frequencies rise, although this is
mainly at the expense of alder, and heather still seems to have been abundant. If the
two main tree pollen types of the upper two zones, alder and birch, were growing
mainly as scrub round the drainage channel itself, it would seem that virtually all of
the fell slopes around Wet Sleddale had been cleared, abandoned and turned over to
heather moor and rough grassland pasture. When this change occurred, and its
relation to human land-use and settlement in the Shap area, will require radiocarbon
dating to resolve.
This work was carried out while both of the authors were at the Institute of
Prehistoric Sciences and Archaeology, University of Liverpool. S.J.C. was funded by
the European Social Fund, and we would like to thank Dr. Joan Taylor and Tom
Clare for their interest and support. A fuller report will be published at a later date.
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